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16. Exergy flows in the economy: efficiency and dematerialization Robert U. Ayres1



Background The possible contribution of natural resource inputs to growth (or to technical progress), was not considered seriously by mainstream economists until the 1970s (mainly in response to the Club of Rome and ‘Limits to Growth’), and then only as a constraint (Dasgupta and Heal 1974, 1979; Solow 1974; Stiglitz 1974, 1979). It follows that, in more recent applications of the standard theory (as articulated primarily by Solow) resource consumption has been treated as a consequence of growth and not as a factor of production. This simplistic assumption is built into virtually all textbooks and most of the large-scale models used for policy guidance by governments. The reality is considerably more complex. Looking at the growth process itself, it is easy to see that there are several identifiable ‘growth engines’ that have contributed to economic growth in the past, and still do, albeit in variable combinations. A ‘growth engine' is a positive feedback loop or cycle. In Marshallian neoclassical economic theory, increased demand generates increased supply through savings by capitalists and investment in new capacity. More consumers and more workers led to greater aggregate income, larger savings pools and more investment. The reverse part of the feedback cycle was based on ‘Say’s law’, namely the proposition that ‘supply creates its own demand’ through declining prices (or increased quality) of products and consequent increasing demand for products (now expressed as price elasticity of demand). However, the savings and investment part of the feedback loop, in particular, is inadequate to explain what has happened since the beginning of the industrial revolution. The real ‘growth engine' of the first industrial revolution was the substitution of coal for charcoal from wood and the development of steam power. The positive feedback cycle operated through rapidly declining fossil fuel and mechanical power costs, and their relationship with scale of production on the one hand and demand for end use products, on the other. The growth impetus due to fossil fuel discoveries and applications continued through the 19th century and into the 20th with petroleum, internal combustion engines, and — most potent of all — electrification. The advent of cheap electricity in unlimited quantities has triggered the development of a whole range of new products and industries, including electric light, radio and television, moving pictures, and new materials, such as aluminum and superalloys, without which the aircraft and aerospace sectors could not exist. In effect, energy consumption within the economy is as much a driver of growth as a consequence of growth. It is also a very plausible surrogate for technological change, in Solow’s sense. The point is that, to a naive observer, energy and material resources are as much a factor of production as labor or capital. Moreover, it is entirely plausible that resource consumption is a reasonable proxy for technical change, or ‘technological progress’ in Solow’s theory. If so, it follows that one can construct a theory of growth that is endogenous, i.e., in which there is no need for an exogenous driving force. This ‘new’ growth theory 1.
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would, incidentally, constitute a strong link between industrial metabolism or industrial ecology and conventional economic ideas.



Exergy - a useful concept As mentioned above, there exist several identifiable ‘engines of growth’ (i.e. positive feedback cycles) of which the first, historically, and still one of the most powerful, has been the continuously declining real price of physical resources, especially energy (and power) delivered at a point of use. The tendency of virtually all raw material and fuel costs to decline over time (lumber was the main exception) has been thoroughly documented, especially by economists at Resources For the Future (RFF). The landmark publication in this field was the book ‘Scarcity and Growth’ (Barnett and Morse 1963), updated by Barnett (1979). The details of historical price series, up to the mid 1960s can be found in (Potter and Christie 1968). The immediate conclusion from those empirical results was that scarcity was not in prospect and was unlikely to inhibit economic growth in the (then) foreseeable future. It is also very likely, however, that increasing availability and declining costs of energy (and other raw materials) has been a significant driver of past economic growth. The increasing availability of energy from fossil fuels has clearly played a fundamental role in growth since the first industrial revolution. Machines powered by fossil energy have gradually displaced animals, wind power, water power and human muscles and thus made human workers vastly more productive than they would otherwise have been. The word ‘energy’ in the previous paragraph is commonly understood to mean ‘available energy’ or ‘energy that can be used to do work’ in the technical sense. However, the first law of thermodynamics in physics is that energy is conserved. The total energy in a system is the same before and after any process. It is not energy, per se, but ‘available energy’ that can ‘do work’ or drive a process of transformation. The accepted thermodynamic term for this quantity is exergy. Exergy is not conserved. On the contrary, it is ‘used up’ (and converted, so to speak, into entropy). The technical definition of exergy is the maximum amount of work that can be done by a system (or subsystem) approaching thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings by reversible processes. The equilibrium state is one in which there are no gradients: energy, pressure, density and chemical composition are uniform everywhere.The term ‘work’ here is a generalization of the usual meaning. For example, a gas consisting of one sort of molecules diffusing into a gas consisting of another sort of molecules (for instance, carbon dioxide diffusing into the air) ‘does work’, even though that work cannot be utilized for human purposes. Nevertheless, exergy is a measure of distance from equilibrium, and the important point is that all materials – whether they are combustible or not – contain some exergy, insofar as they have a composition different from the composition of the surrounding reference system. (For more detail see any suitable thermodynamics text, e.g., Szargut et al. (1988). Iron ore contains exergy, for instance, because it contains a higher proportion of iron and a lower proportion of silica and alumina and other things than the earth’s crust. Carbon dioxide contains some exergy precisely because it differs chemically from the average composition of the earth’s atmosphere. The exergy content of a non-combustible substance can be interpreted (roughly) as the amount of fuel exergy that would have been required to achieve that degree of differentiation from the reference state. On the other hand, all combustible substances, especially fossil fuels, have exergy contents only slightly different from their heat values (known as enthalpy). In short, virtually all physical substances – combustible or not – contain exergy. Moreover, the exergy of any material can be calculated by means of precise rules, as soon as



the surroundings (i.e. the reference state) are specified. From a biological-ecological perspective, solar exergy is the ultimate source of all life on earth, and therefore the source of economic value. This idea was first proposed by the Nobel laureate chemist Frederick Soddy (1922, 1933) and revived by the ecologist Howard Odum (1971, 1973, 1977), and economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971, 1976). A number of attempts to justify this bioeconomic or biophysical view of the economy by econometric methods using empirical data followed, viz. (Costanza 1980, 1982; Hannon and Joyce 1981; Cleveland et al. 1984). However, despite the impressively close correlations between gross exergy consumption and macro-economic activity as revealed by the work of the biophysical group cited above, the underlying energy (exergy) theory of value is impossible to justify at the micro-economic level and it is quite at odds with the paradigm of mainstream economics which is built on a theory of human preferences (e.g. Debreu 1959). I will comment further on this point later. Nevertheless, exergy analysis has its uses. Exergy is a general measure applicable to all material resources at any stage of processing, including minerals and pollutants. It can be applied to the evaluation and comparison of resource availability (e.g. Wall 1977). From a theoretical perspective, the economic system can be viewed as a system of exergy flows, subject to constraints (including the laws of thermodynamics, but also others) and the objective of economic activity can be interpreted as a constrained value maximization problem (or its dual, an exergy minimization problem) with value otherwise defined (Eriksson 1984). Exergy analysis can also be used empirically as a measure of sustainability, to evaluate and compare wastes and emissions from period to period or country to country (Ayres et al. 1998). I refer to exergy, hereafter, even where the word ‘energy’ is used in its familiar sense.



The role of exergy in growth The generic exergy-driven positive feedback growth cycle works as follows: cheaper exergy and power (due to discoveries, economies of scale and technical progress in energy conversion) enable goods and services to be produced and delivered at lower cost. This is another way of saying that exergy flows are ‘productive’. Lower cost, in competitive markets, translates into lower prices which – thanks to price elasticity – encourages higher demand. Since demand for final goods and services necessarily corresponds to the sum of factor payments, most of which flow back to labor as wages and salaries, it follows that wages of labor and returns to capital tend to increase as output rises. This, in turn, stimulates the further substitution of fossil energy and mechanical lower for human (and animal) labor, resulting in further increases in scale and still lower costs. The general version of this feedback cycle is shown schematically in Figure 1. For purposes of illustration, Figure 7 shows the familiar Cobb-Douglas function with A = constant= 1 and exponents a = 0.26 and b = 0.7 (based on capital and labor shares of the national income.) Obviously economic growth far outstrips the growth of the traditional factors K and L; the GDP 1900-based index is over 21, while K is under 11. For this case, the technology multiplier A(t) can be fitted roughly for the entire period 1900-1995 by an exponential function of time (interpreted as a rate of technical progress) increasing at the average rate 1.6 percent per annum (Figure 8). This is similar Solow’s original result. > However, there are other functional forms combining the factors K, L, E that avoid the need for a time dependent multiplier, A(t). As noted already, the form (1) can serve the purpose provided the argument(s) of f and g are increasing ratios of the factor inputs, such as K/L or E/L. It happens that a suitable functional form (the so-called LINEX function) has been suggested by Kümmel (Kümmel 1982a,b; Kümmel et al. 1985), namely Y = A E exp{aL/E - b(E+L)/K It can be verified without difficulty that this is a homogeneous function of the first order which satisfies the Euler condition for constant returns to scale. However the requirement of positive factor productivity for all three factors is more difficult to satisfy with just two parameters. It can be shown that this requirement is equivalent to the following three inequalities. b>0 E K L E 1> a + b E K a>b



(6.1.3a) (6.1.3b) (6.1.3c)



The first condition is trivial. The third can be rearranged. Introducing (16.3b) in (16.3c) one obtains
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